Image captioning has attracted ever-increasing research attention in the multimedia community. To this end, most cutting-edge works rely on an encoder-decoder framework with attention mechanisms, which have achieved remarkable progress. However, such a framework does not consider scene concepts to attend visual information, which leads to sentence bias in caption generation and defects the performance correspondingly. We argue that such scene concepts capture higher-level visual semantics and serve as an important cue in describing images. In this paper, we propose a novel scene-based factored attention module for image captioning. Specifically, the proposed module first embeds the scene concepts into factored weights explicitly and attends the visual information extracted from the input image. Then, an adaptive LSTM is used to generate captions for specific scene types. Experimental results on Microsoft COCO benchmark show that the proposed scenebased attention module improves model performance a lot, which outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches under various evaluation metrics.
Introduction
Describing what is in an image, known as image captioning, is a very challenging task, which attracts increasing attention in the multimedia research. In order to translate images to sentences, an encoder-decoder architecture is typically adopted for image captioning [45, 51, 46] , which has achieved promising performance. Recent works in image captions prefer the usage of attention mechanism, which forces image captioning to dynamically focus on different regional features as needed, rather than being locked by a static image representation. Since object-centered visual concepts have been proven to be effective in visual recogni- * Corresponding author. tion [35] , some captioning methods [49, 53, 15 ] also prefer to selectively attend a set of detected object-centered visual concepts. These concepts are then combined into the hidden states of recurrent neural network (RNN) for dynamic caption generation.
Despite the exciting recent progress, those works model attention based on either regional features or objectcentered visual concepts. However, attention driven by scene concepts has never been explicitly considered, which actually plays a very important role in determining the major keywords of captions. As shown in the left case of Fig. 1 (top), it is better to say "a person is laying 1 " than "a person is sleeping" when the scene is obviously outdoor. By contrast, in the right case of Fig. 1 (top) , when the photo is taken in a room with a man lying, it is more likely to get a caption as "a man is sleeping". Clearly the scene concepts have a considerable influence on the word generation.
It is intuitive to introduce scene cues into image captioning. A possible way to leverage the scene cues is to apply semantic concept attention. For example, one can follow You et al. [54] to attend scene cues as semantic concepts for attention. Nevertheless, the visual information is always hierarchical [25] , which makes the existing works suboptimal. As the word probability distribution shown in Fig.  1 (middle), after partial sentence generated for images in Fig. 1 (top) , the model with scene semantic attention is still not clear enough about choosing whether the word "laying" or "sleeping". We argue that scene concepts and objectcentered visual concepts should not be treated equally, since the scene concepts contain more global and macroscopic context information than object-centered visual concepts. It therefore needs a more explicitly mechanism in the attention module as core guidance.
In this paper, we argue that the fundamental issue lies in explicit and respective modeling of scene concepts, objectcentered visual concepts and sentence generation. On one hand, the scene concepts are usually corresponding to the attribute keywords in captions. On the other hand, the context of scene concepts can guide to attend object-centered visual concepts when a sentence is generated. Driven by the above insights, we propose a novel scene-based factored attention module for image captioning. The framework of the proposed method is illustrated in Fig. 2 . To fully encode the input image, we first integrate the hierarchical visual information (including regional features, object-centered visual concepts and scene concepts) to enrich keywords and details in caption generation. Then, we design a scene-based factored attention module to attend the hierarchical visual information. Generally speaking, we embed scene concepts into the hidden feature of an LSTM [20] . Conditioned on the embedded scene hidden feature, the module determines which features and object-centered visual concepts are more important by assigning the corresponding weights. Finally, the outputs of the factored attention module are fed into a second LSTM to generate the next word. As shown in Fig.  1 (bottom), our model with scene-based factored attention is more confident with the chosen words.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) We are the first to explicitly embed scene concepts in image captioning. We are also the first to explicitly model relevance among scene concepts, object-centered visual concepts and caption generation. (2) We propose a 1 Due to the variance of crowdsourcing labeling, the word "laying" are used more frequently than "lying" in the captions of MS COCO dataset. factored attention module to better perceive the hierarchical visual information. Quantitative comparisons to the stateof-the-art demonstrate our merits.
Related Work
Our work relates to three topics: image captioning, tensor factorization and scene understanding. In this section, we categorize and review related work as follows.
Image Captioning
Most existing image captioning methods rely on the encoder-decoder framework inspired by machine translation [3, 41] . The framework is used to "translate" an image to a sentence, where the visual features are extracted from convolutional neural network (CNN) and fed into Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to generate captions. Image captioning techniques have been extensively explored in [22, 45, 31, 9, 4, 5] . A few models [51, 54, 2] seek to apply attention mechanism to bridge the gap of visual understanding and language processing. The prior attention mechanism relies on either regional convolution features or object-centered visual concepts extracted from images. The former allows the model to dynamically select regional features during sentence generation. And the latter, such as semantic attention [54, 49] , applies top-down attention on detected object-centered visual concepts. However, these object-centered visual concepts have two major drawbacks. Firstly, they do not retain spatial information and scene guidance, which may make captions miss scene keywords and scene details. Secondly, they do not take the hierarchy of semantics into account, which may lead to sentence bias. As demonstrated in our experiments, considering the hierarchical semantic concepts at scene and object levels can better guide the attention selection and caption generation.
Tensor Factorization
Tensor factorization has been used in many multimedia tasks, such as attributes learning [32] , motion style modeling [43] , image transformations [40] and sequence learning [39, 50] . Recently, tensor factorization has been widely used in [24, 13, 15, 14] , which can further improve the model performance. More specifically, Kiros et al. [24] used factored tensor to guide word embedding with visual features. Fu et al. [13] inferred a topic vector (named scene vector) for tensor factorization in LSTM. Gan et al. [15] used factorization to remedy dimension explosion. Gan et al. [14] introduced factored LSTM to learn different style captions. In contrast to these works, we use tensor factorization not only to explicitly model the relevance among visual information and sentence generation, but also to guide the attention selection mechanism. Figure 2 . The overview of the proposed model. Given a set of visual information, i.e., regional features, object-centered visual concepts and scene concepts, which extracted from the input image in the encoder, factored attention module embeds scene concepts into the current hidden feature of the first LSTM to attend regional features and object-centered visual concepts. Then the weighted visual information is fed into the second LSTM to generate the next word in the Decoder.
Scene understanding
In the last few years, CNNs have emerged as powerful image representations for scene classification [33, 48, 38, 26, 55, 47, 17] . Thanks to the development of Scene-15, MIT Indoor-67, SUN-397 and Place datasets [56] , the wellknown scene classification task has been pushed forward with great progress and gradually weeded out hand-crafted features. Recently, deep convolutional networks have been exploited for scene classification by Zhou et al. [56] . We take full advantage of the recent scene understanding methods to help improve the quality of caption generation.
The Proposed Model
Firstly, a set of hierarchical visual information, i.e., regional features v conv , object-centered visual concepts v obj and scene concepts v scene are extracted from the input image. Secondly, scene-based factored attention module embeds scene concepts v scene into the current hidden feature h 1 t of the first LSTM to attend regional features v conv and object-centered visual concepts v obj . Finally, the weighted visual information is fed into the second LSTM to generate the next word.
In Sec. 3.1, we briefly introduce the basic architecture of our proposed image captioning method. Then in Sec. 3.2, we introduce the factored attention module in details. Finally, in Sec. 3.3, we introduce the objective function used in our work.
Caption Generation
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [20] is a widely-used Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which is known to learn patterns with long-term temporal dependencies. We briefly refer to the operation of the LSTM over a single time step using the following notation:
where x t is the input vector of LSTM, and h t is the hidden feature of LSTM.
The hidden feature at time step t can be calculated via Eq. 1, formulated as follows:
where i t , f t , o t , m t and h t are input gate, forget gate, output gate, memory cell and hidden feature, respectively. σ and denote sigmoid function and an element-wise Hadamard product operator, respectively. For brevity, we omit all bias terms in the following paper.
LSTM's core is a memory cell m t that maintains the multi-modal knowledge of the inputs x t observed with respect to the time step t. Updating operations on the memory cell m t is modulated by three gates, i.e., the input gate i t , the output gate o t and the forget gate f t , which determine when and how the information flow. Especially, the input gate i t controls the input of the LSTM. The output gate o t manages the memory m t transfer to the hidden feature h t of the LSTM and generate the next word. And the forget gate f t decides whether to forget previous memory m t−1 .
Our captioning model consists of two LSTM layers, referred as first LSTM and second LSTM. The superscript of variables in the equations is to distinguish which layer of LSTM. The first LSTM generates a hidden feature of the current sequence h
where W e ∈ R E×Q is a word embedding matrix for a vocabulary of size Q. z t is the input word of a one-hot vector at time step t.
We define the notation y 1:T as a sequence of words (y 1 , y 2 , ..., y T ), and get the first words conditional probability distribution at time step t as follows:
where W y ∈ R Q×H is a learned weight matrix. Note that the output p 1 (y t |y 1:t−1 ) is a distribution of words only for loss optimization in training. The details will be described in Sec. 3.3.
In our proposed scene-based factored attention module, at each time step t, we use the current hidden feature h 1 t to get the attentive weighted visual informationv t , where the details will be described in Sec. 3.2.
We devise the second LSTM layer to make use of weighed visual informationv t to generate a word at each time step t, which can be further reformulated as:
where W y ∈ R Q×H is a learned weight matrix. The output p 2 (y t |y 1:t−1 ) is the second distribution of words, which not only participates in loss optimization in training, but is used independently to sample word in testing. The distribution of the whole generated caption y 1:T is calculated as the product of conditional distributions:
Scene-based Factored Attention Module
In order to take full advantages of scene concepts and model hierarchical semantic concepts, we further propose a factorization method to embed scene concepts into the attention mechanism.
We firstly obtain diagonal matrix S ∈ R s×s by direct diagonalization of scene concepts v scene ∈ R s . Then this diagonal scene matrix S is embedded into the LSTM hidden feature h 1 t by factorizing the parameters W h in the traditional attention mechanism [51, 2] into three matrices U h , S, V h :
where U h ∈ R M ×s and V h ∈ R s×H are the learned weight matrices that shared by all images and scene concepts.
The factored W h is used to transform the hidden feature h 1 t , which fuels the context of the scene concepts directly. Therefore, the hidden feature h 1 t obtains the context of the scene in this way. Given the regional features
C , we generate first normalized attention weight α t as follows:
where W va ∈ R H×V and W a ∈ R H are the learned weight matrices.
Similarly, given the object-centered visual concepts v obj ∈ R V , the second normalized attention weight β t is generated as follows:
where W vb ∈ R H×V and W b ∈ R H are the learned weight matrices.
Finally, the weighted regional featuresv conv,t and the weighted object-centered visual conceptsv obj,t are concatenated via Eq. 23 and fed into the second LSTM in Eq. 11 and Eq. 12.v
Objective Function
Given a target ground-truth sequenceȳ 1:T and a model with parameters θ, we minimize the following maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) loss:
In order to regularize the first LSTM more directly, we calculate the loss for both LSTMs as:
where γ is the hyper-parameter between 0 and 1. Finally, we also introduce the reinforcement learning (RL) method into our framework for fair comparison with recent RL-based works like [37, 2, 6, 30, 16] . 2 We minimize the negative expected reward after MLE training:
where y s 1:T is a sampled caption and r is the CIDEr [44] reward function. Similar negative expected reward function has been proven to be effective in other works [19, 37, 2] .
Following the Self-critical Sequence Training (SCST) [37] , the gradient of L R (θ) can be approximated: 
Experiments
In this section, we conduct extensive experiments to validate the effectiveness of scene-based factored attention module. In Section 4.1, we briefly introduce the dataset, images and captions pre-processing, evaluation metrics used in the experiments and implement details. Next, in Section 4.2, we discuss the ablation study of the proposed model. 
Experimental Settings

Dataset
In this paper, we utilize the MS COCO dataset [8] , which has been far and wide used in image captioning training and evaluation. MS COCO dataset contains 123,827 images. Each image in the dataset is given at least five captions by different Amazons Mechanical Turk (AMT) workers. Following the Karpathy split 3 in [22] , we use a set of 113,287 images for training, 5K images for validation and 5K for testing. 2 It should be noted that our scene-based factored attention module can be broadly used in other RL-based methods or GAN-based methods [11, 7] .
3 https://github.com/karpathy/neuraltalk
Images and Captions Pre-processing
In the encoder-decoder framework, image encoder is an essential part of image captioning, which is used to extract the visual information of images. To totally understand the input image I, we design three different kinds of visual information with hierarchical visual levels. The lowlevel is the region feature
extracted from the output of a Faster R-CNN [36] with ResNet-101 [18] like other methods in [2, 30, 16] . And note that the number of regional features varies from image to image. The middle-level is the object-centered visual concepts V obj ∈ R V , which extracted from a visual concept extractor CNN trained on MS COCO dataset [8] . We refer nouns from captions as our visual semantic concepts. We regard it as a multi-label classification problem by minimizing a label smoothing [42] element-wise logistic loss function. The high-level is the scene concepts V scene ∈ R S , which is extracted from a scene classifier CNN pretrained on Place dataset [56] .
We follow standard practice and perform only minimal text-precessing. All the sentences in the training set are truncated to 16 characters, converting all sentences to lower case, tokenizing on white space, and filtering words that do not occur at least 5 times, resulting in a model vocabulary of 9,487 words.
Evaluation Metric
To evaluate the quantitative performance of the captions generated by our proposed model, we used five metrics which are commonly used in image captioning, including BLEU [34] , METEOR [12] , ROUGE [27] , CIDEr [44] and SPICE [1] . All the results are evaluated by Microsoft COCO caption evaluation tool 4 , where a larger score number in the results means better performance for all five metrics.
Implementation Details
We set the number of hidden units in each LSTM to 1,000, the number of hidden units in the attention layer to 512, and the size of the input word embedding to 1,000. In training, the Adam optimizer [23] with a learning rate initialized to 5e-4 and decay by a factor 0.8 for every three epochs. The batch size is 100. In testing, beam search is used to sample captions and the beam size is set to 2.
Ablation Study
In order to figure out the contribution of each component, we conduct the following ablation studies on the MS COCO dataset with Karpathy test split. Specifically, we remove the visual concepts (VC) and the proposed factored attention module (Scene) respectively from our model. We summarized the experimental results in Tab. 1. The baseline is a re-implementation of Up-Down method proposed in [2] . The notation of "VC" denotes that we add traditional visual concepts attention and the notation of "Scene" denotes that we add factored attention module. The notation of "[VC, Scene]" denotes that we concatenate the visual concepts and scene concepts as semantic attention. And the notation of "Baseline + VC + Scene" is our full model, which denotes that the baseline model with our scene-based factored attention module.
With the results in Tab. 1, we can see that our model performs better than the baseline model with relative improvements range from 1.6% to 6.3%. With the guidance of scene concepts, the model makes better use of visual information. In addition, compared with "Baseline + [VC, Scene]", we can see that though adding scene cues in visual concepts attention helps the model choose words, this is not the optimal solution. "Baseline + VC + Scene" obtains higher performance on all 5 metrics. This verifies the importance of our scene-based factored attention module.
In order to determine a hyper-parameters γ as mentioned in the Eq. 25, we design an experiment with a variablecontrolling approach. The objective results on the Karpathy test split with different γ values are shown in Fig. 3 . Notice that evaluation results achieve their optimal scores when γ = 3.
Comparing with State-of-the-Arts
In Tab. 2, we report the performance of our framework in comparison to the existing state-of-the-arts on the test portion of the Karpathy splits. For a fair comparison, results are reported for models trained with standard MLE loss in Tab. 2 (top), and models optimized for CIDEr score Tab. 2 (bottom). For offline evaluation, all the image captioning models are single-model with no fine-tuning of the input ResNet / R-CNN model. It is clear that our model performs the best on the generally used evaluation metrics, e.g., BLUE, ROUGE, CIDEr scores. The experimental re- Table 3 . Quantitative comparisons to the state-of-the-art works in image captioning on dataset c5 and c40 evaluated on the online MS-COCO server. Both SCST:Att2all and Up-Down are an ensemble of 4 models while ours is a single model. LSTM-A3 utilizes Resnet-152 based visual feature. The numbers in bold are the best and the underlined numbers are the second. Bleu1  Bleu2  Bleu3  Bleu4  METEOR  ROUGE  CIDEr  c5  c40  c5  c40  c5  c40  c5  c40  c5  c40  c5  c40  c5  c40  Google NIC[ sults demonstrate that our proposed scene-based factored attention module can significantly boost the scores compared with the existing state-of-the-arts We also compare our model to the recent results on the official MS COCO evaluation by uploading results to the online MS COCO test server. The online server provides "C5" and "C40" metrics which denote 5 reference captions and 40 reference captions, respectively. The results are summarized in Tab. 3, we can see that the performance of a single model trained with CIDEr optimization achieves the best performance on most metrics among the published state-of-the-art image captioning models on the blind test split.
Model
Qualitative analysis
Here, we show some qualitative results in Fig. 4 for a better understanding of our proposed model. The notation of "Detected" denote the scene concepts detected from the image. And notations of "Ours w scene" and "Ours wo scene" denote our proposed model with/without scenebased factored attention module. We can see that model with the proposed module pays more attention to the details of the scenes, and the proposed model is more inclined to mention the scene keywords in description generation.
We further visualize the heatmap of attention regions for words generated with/without scene-based factored attention module on the same image in Fig. 5 . It is common practice [51, 2] to directly visualize the attention weights α t in Eq. 18 associated with word emitted at the same time step t. We can find out that the area of attention is more clear with using the scene semantic concepts as guidance. In the complex scene as shown in the top of Fig. 5 , it can pay more clearly and discriminately attention to regional features and tends to describe the scene more. In a relatively simple scene, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 5 , the attention weights generated by our model are more logical, indicating that they are more accurate for the application of regional features of images. As captions are being generated, the attention weights at both image examples vary properly when words generated.
Conclusions
In this work, we propose a novel scene-based factored attention module for image captioning. Different from previous works based on either regional features attention or object-centered visual concepts attention, our model takes scene concepts into account. As far as we know, we are the first to take scene concepts into consideration in image captioning and model relevance among scene concepts, objectcentered visual concepts and caption generation. In our proposed scene-based factored attention module, we explicitly embed scene concepts in factored tensor into the LSTM hidden feature. Conditioned on the scene embedded hidden feature, we get the relative importance of regional features and object-centered visual concepts. The real power of our proposed module lies in its ability to attend hierarchically visual information for better captions. Experiments conducted on the MS COCO captioning datasets validate the superiority of the proposed approach.
Detected: indoor, kitchen Ours w scene: a microwave oven sitting on top of a kitchen counter. Ours wo scene: a microwave oven sitting on top of a counter top. Human: a white toilet in a bathroom with a checkers floor.
Detected: outdoor, hayfield Ours w scene: a herd of zebras grazing in a field with a rainbow in the background. Ours wo scene: a herd of zebra standing on top of a lush green field. Human: a herd of zebras grazing in a field and a rainbow.
Detected: indoor, dorm_room Ours w scene: a black and white photo of two women standing in a room. Ours wo scene: a black and white photo of a child and a child. Human: two small young girls hold hands as they look into a bedroom.
Detected: outdoor, architecture Ours w scene: a group of people standing in front of a building with a clock. Ours wo scene: a man of people standing around a clock. Human: a group of people in front of a white building.
Detected: outdoor, ocean Ours w scene: a man riding a wave on a surfboard in the ocean. Ours wo scene: a man riding a wave on top of a surfboard. Human: A child rides a wave on a surfboard.
Detected: indoor, bathroom Ours w scene: a man and a woman brushing their teeth in a bathroom. Ours wo scene: a man and a woman standing in a room. Human: man woman in their bathroom brushing their teeth. Figure 4 . Qualitative analysis. The notation of "Detected" denote the scene concepts detected from the image. And the notations of "Ours w scene" and "Ours wo scene" denote our proposed model with/without scene-based factored attention module, respectively. It is easy to see that the model with the proposed module pays more attention to the details of the scenes, and the model is more inclined to mention the scene keywords in description generation.
Ours w scene: a bedroom with a white chair and a television in it.
Ours wo scene: a white chair with a television and a book shelf.
Ours w scene: a man and a little girl on skis in the snow.
Ours wo scene: a man and a child on skis in the snow. Figure 5 . Visualization of attention regions with/without scene. The notations of "Ours w scene" and "Ours wo scene" denote our proposed model with/without scene-based factored attention module. The region with the maximum attention weight is in orange.
